Light Me up Tiles

Light-Me-Up Tiles are unique, personalized LED-lit scenes. They can be made out of a variety of materials and are intended for beginners to design and assemble by hand. Magnetic strips are used to hold the tiles to a metallic whiteboard and facilitate the electrical connections. In addition to being a mounting surface, the whiteboard also provides the 3V DC power to the tiles by means of a set of copper tape "rails". The tiles are illuminated when placed correctly on the board. Tiles are easily removed, and can be powered by a 3V coin cell battery to be displayed individually.

The base of each tile is a 5" x 5" square of lightweight material such as chipboard or corrugated plastic. On the back are 2 magnetic strips, spaced 3" apart like the power rails on the whiteboard. Several LEDs are embedded into the scene, either readily visible or such that they shine through thin material. The LEDs are connected in a parallel circuit using copper tape, then soldered to the copper tape. The positive and negative conductors from the circuit fold over to the back of the tile and over the magnetic strips, ready for contact with the power rails. The magnets hold the tile to the board and help make a secure electrical connection.

Skills and Concepts:
- Circuit principles - insulators and conductors, series and parallel circuits, component selection based on voltage and current
- Tools and materials for electronic wiring
- Measurement and hand fabrication
- Soldering
- Troubleshooting

Material and specifications:
Materials for Mounting Board:

  - 3V DC power source
    - Option 1: 2 batteries in a pack, size AA, or C or D
    - Option 2: 3V DC power supply, that can provide 2000mA [https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01N7RS0NG/](https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01N7RS0NG/)
- Copper tape with conductive adhesive, 1/4" wide [https://www.amazon.com/inch-yds-Copper-Foil-Tape/dp/B00CBPK0FW/](https://www.amazon.com/inch-yds-Copper-Foil-Tape/dp/B00CBPK0FW/)
Materials for Tiles:

- Lightweight material that does not tend to warp, such as chipboard or corrugated plastic [https://www.amazon.com/Corrugated-Plastic-White-Sign-Blanks/dp/B01IFKA8TY/](https://www.amazon.com/Corrugated-Plastic-White-Sign-Blanks/dp/B01IFKA8TY/) [https://www.amazon.com/Chipboard-Cardboard-Medium-Weight-Sheets/dp/B00YOOGUM4/](https://www.amazon.com/Chipboard-Cardboard-Medium-Weight-Sheets/dp/B00YOOGUM4/)

- Magnetic strips, 1/2" wide, adhesive backing, flexible [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06X6BH7ZB](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06X6BH7ZB)

- Craft materials such as origami paper, tissue paper, pipe cleaners, markers, scissors

- Hot glue guns and glue sticks- low temperature

- Copper tape with conductive adhesive, 1/4" wide, as used for mounting board

- LED assortment Choose LEDs with colored plastic so they can be identified easily [https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0716VPW9V/](https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0716VPW9V/)

Instructions:

1. Create a powered mounting board as specified on the drawing (in Appendix)
2. Create blank tiles with magnetic strips.
   a. Cut the blanks to be approximately 5" x 5"
   b. Add magnetic strips, approximately 3" long, on the back of the tiles as shown below.
   c. Mark the (+) and (-) sides. Facing you: (+) on right, (-) on left.
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3. Create the scene:
   a. Design the scene on separate paper
   b. Choose LEDs that require a similar voltage to turn on (usually specified on the package). LEDs come in two "families": 2V and the 3V. Red-yellow family LEDs will turn on with 2V, whereas blue-green-white family LEDs require 3V to turn on. If LEDs from the 2 families are mixed, for example Red and Green are wired in parallel, only the low voltage LEDs will turn on. (This can be fixed by using a small resistor in series with the low
c. Create the scene using craft materials

d. Secure the LEDs to the tile using hot glue. Be careful to only glue the plastic, not the wires - they will be soldered and the glue can ruin the solder joint. LEDs can lay on their sides, or be facing out.

e. It is also an option to push the LEDs through the plastic, in which case electrical connections will be made on the back of the tile (see below).

4. Create the circuit

a. Identify the positive (+) and negative (-) ends of the LEDs and note it on the tile. (+) is the longer leg. Another way to identify the negative end is by a small flat on the plastic head of the LED.

b. Layout the parallel circuit by drawing with pencil. Connect all the (+) ends together and run them to the (+) strip on the back of the tile. Connect all the (-) ends together and run them to the (-) strip on the back of the tile. The (+) and (-) can cross, but an electrical insulator will be needed.
c. Make the circuit using copper tape. Tape can be laid over other tape to continue or turn an electrical path. Run a fingernail or pencil point over the place where two pieces of tape meet to ensure a good electrical connection. If (+) and (-) need to cross, then cover the bottom conductor with a piece of masking or electrical tape to insulate it from the other conductor.

d. Test the circuit. Use the powered board or an individual battery pack to test the circuit before it is soldered. You will need to hold the LED legs onto the copper tape, and may need to test each LED individually. Fix the circuit as needed.

e. Solder the LEDs to the copper tape.

f. Test the circuit and debug as needed.

5. Complete the scene as desired.
   a. The LEDs will shine through thinner papers (such as origami paper).

6. Share all LightMeUp tiles with the group!
Sample Tiles